Dear friends and colleagues,

we’re back from Eurosonic and soon off to the next festival - MENT Ljubljana 2018 is just around the corner! Meet the Austrian live industry at a dedicated Speed Networking and join the Austrian delegation at the Austrian Heartbeats Networking Reception on Thursday, Feb 1. Get to know more about theremin player Dorit Chrysler in a Keynote Interview and enjoy the concerts of five outstanding Austrian artists: 5K HD, DORIT CHRYSLER, WANDL, MOTHER’S CAKE and MAVI PHOENIX.

5K HD - featuring members of Kompost 3 and Mira Lu Kovacs - combines jazz, sound experiments, pop, and cinematic surprises, whereas vocalist and theremin player Dorit Chrysler creates music somewhere between seductive pop and experimental music. Mavi Phoenix, described by “The Fader” as a “Lo-fi pop heroine”, moves fluidly between rap, r’n’b and contemporary pop. Wandl is probably one of the most progressive and interesting European producers at the moment, perfecting his personal vision of brainfeeder-nerdism and state of the art bedroom-soul. Last but not least, Tyrolean progressive rock band Mother’s Cake like it loud, powerful, edgy and psychedelic.

AUSTRIAN HEARTBEATS AT MENT 2018

THURSDAY, FEB 1
Speed Networking: Meet the Austrian Live Market, 10:00 at M Hotel AB
Registration: https://goo.gl/4iQjzj
Austrian Heartbeats Networking Reception, 14:00 at Kino Siska (Kamera)
Join the Austrian delegates for a Networking Reception hosted by Austrian Music Export, Waves Vienna and the Austrian Cultural Forum Ljubljana.
Keynote Interview: Dorit Chrysler, 16:00 at Katedrala
5K HD, 21:15, Old Power Plant / Stara mestna elektrarna

FRIDAY, FEB 2
DORIT CHRYSLER, 19:45, Kinoteka
WANDL, 21:15, Old Power Plant / Stara mestna elektrarna
MOTHER’S CAKE, 21:15, Orto bar
MAVI PHOENIX, 22:00, Gala hala

Enjoy the festival and see you in Ljubljana!
Tatjana & Franz, Austrian Music Export